
Distance Education Committee Minutes 
October 10, 2016 

Library Basement, Room 10 
1:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m. 

 
Present: Mike Smedshammer (co-chair), Rebecca Ganes, Ryan Guy, Joshua Sigman, Mary Silva, Ben Riley, Claudia 
Mery, Brian DeMoss, Iris Carroll, Jenni Abbott, Amy Duffy, Laura Maki, Julisa Hunter. 
Absent: Milan Motroni, Leslie Collins, Josh Brown, Jacqueline Forte, Linda Kropp, Eva Munguia, Brenda Thames. 
Guest: James Todd 
Minutes: Donna Yarnal. 
 

I. Welcome  

a. Mike welcomed Ben Riley, DSPS Counselor new to this committee, and Claudia Mery. Claudia and 
Ben inquired about the rationale for a recent move of DSPS staff. Jenni Abbott explained that a 
search for a location for alternate media has been ongoing. The close proximity to journalism was 
explained.  Needs for services to DE students has increased from approx. 1,000 to a new total of 
over 2000. 

 
II. Agenda Approval - approved 

III. Minutes Approval – approved as is 

IV. Old Business 

a. Goals for 2016-17 

1.2 d – Develop online teaching profiles 

1.8 e – Integrate Early Alert 

2.5 a – Instructional delivery templates 

3.4 a – forms online 

Mike noted the items above by putting them on the whiteboard. With respect to the first item, Amy Duffy 
asked if faculty bios on canvas are a possible duplication of this?  Joshua shared that a redevelopment of 
the directory will occur at some point in the future.  Some colleges offer video interviews (green screen) 
with instructors. Although these can be fun, is this a videographer task? Mike asked everyone to give 
Leslie positive feedback regarding her profile page the group visited online during the meeting.  
 

Action Item #1: Mike will work on templates for on-line instructional delivery use (Item 2.5 a).  
 

Regarding College forms – although this may not be something this body should be involved with, perhaps 
the DE Committee might have influence with respect to this issue as a priority.   

 
Iris Carroll referred to page 5 of the DE Plan, the executive summary, specifically regarding items that 
need to be updated (i.e., library services); what haven’t we finished (on the list of projects at the end of 
the document) that perhaps we could? (Page 23.) Claudia asked if the on-line readiness survey could be 
revised specifically for students with disabilities.  Placing the Link to the on-line readiness quiz on more 
places of the MJC website was suggested. Discussion regarding options to address this concern. Item #26 
discussed; (1.8) Integrating Early Alert (Starfish) in to LMS? Pilot set to begin this fall (per Jenni Abbott.) 
Iris Carroll expressed a concern that the college could be acquiring products that overlap with respect to 
what services are already available/in place. 

 
James discussed how several statewide initiatives over the past 1.5 years have had an impact; e.g., 
common assessment, OEI, implications of Education Planning initiative for students who traverse more 
than one campus. Starfish was chosen because it is a system that can work with various platforms 



(Banner, Colleague, etc.) as well as offering 2 specific key components: Early Alert and the on-line ed plan 
(degree planning). The program comes with both a student dashboard and a faculty dashboard; within the 
dashboard there can be counselors, success coaches, and faculty who all play an important role towards 
student success to include disproportionately disadvantaged students.  Starfish would replace our current 
ed plan “strategy” and include the Early Alert feature.  The dashboard approach with Starfish was very 
user friendly and seems to be the product that will be used often and frequently. Although the single sign-
on is yet to be implemented; but we are getting close and will be available within Starfish.  James’ goal is 
for this to be live by fall 2017, but admits it is a big dream – there will be a lot of work on the counseling 
side required of this.  

 
Early Alert will link with canvas courses; instructional faculty ‘buy-in’ is imperative for success with the use 
of Early Alert; keeping students up-to-do date regarding their progress is ideal. James feels (with Starfish) 
we can do better with many populations on campus in a way we haven’t been able to before.  Connecting 
with students is key! Los Medanos and Imperial Valley are currently using Starfish.  Los Medanos is both a 
Datatel and Canvas using site. Ryan Guy suggested a ‘Skype’ Screen Sharing as an alternative to a best 
practices site visit.  James discussed the possible use of Instructional profiles.  A resurgence of faculty 
advisors was mentioned since most people are interested in their own degree/ discipline.   
 

b. E-add card requests (Ryan, Becky) 

Shelley Fichtenkort, Ryan Guy, Leslie Collins, and Rebecca Ganes recently met and they came up with 3 
suggestions: 
 

1) When a student is actually on the waitlist, can a ‘pop-up’ message be sent to them. 
2) Automated email sent to all students reminding them they are on the wait list and they must request the 

e-add card; 
3) Follow-through – this is the best practice, would like to implement this change to Academic Senate, Tech 

Council and College Council 

Currently, faculty seem to be adding students in many different ways, and this inconsistency isn’t ideal for the 
student experience. Better communication as the process unfolds should be our goal.  Standardizing and 
communicating the process is key to resolving this current issue to avoid all the work-a rounds to make a 
process that isn’t working, work.  At the moment nothing is automated with respect to this, therefore the 
integrity of the wait list is jeopardized.  Mike thanked the sub-committee for their work and asked them to 
write up the process they recommend and submit it, acknowledging that I.T. will make the ultimate decision 
regarding a solution.  
 

Action Item #2: The E-Add Card Sub-committee will submit their proposal in writing.   
  

c. Review of Other Action Items from Previous Meeting  

#1 – Mike contacted Curtis about getting a representative from Senate on DE; was turned down 
by 2 people. Mike asked for suggestions for other possible candidates; Ginger Charles suggested 
by R. Ganes; Discussion about a seat on Senate from D.E. perhaps Curtis just needs to appoint 
someone.  Mike will ask Curtis about creating a permanent seat on Senate from DE. 
 

Action Item #3: Mike will ask Curtis if DE could have a permanent seat on Academic Senate.    
 

 
 

  



V. New Business 

a. Return of RLDB?  

Respondus Discussion – Mike shared that there is money now to pay for RLDB. However, faculty have 
pulled it from their requirements, and the technology is dated. Perhaps we should simply state in our 
Accreditation report that we have determined that Respondus is ineffective.  Mike will check with the 
Business Department and Nursing before making a final decision.  

 
Action Item #4: Mike will check with the Business Department and the Nursing Department before making a final 
decision regarding renewing the license for Respondus.  

VI. Reports 

a. Instructional Design Coordinator Report (Mike) 

Mike shared that we need better DE Committee attendance at the STEM focused series of presentations 
in LB 10 to justify the projector, monitor, and extra computers that are now available. He asked that, as a 
committee, could members please encourage attendance at future presentations as a show of support to 
those who agree to give presentations. He is working with faculty as part of the MJC Equity Institute; 20 
faculty are taking the on-line training co-hort (the Stipend was pivotal towards the solid commitment;) he 
continues to host blackboard to canvas trainings as well as other trainings; Mike asked committee 
members to think about totally abandoning Blackboard as a possibility, without getting a hard-drive copy 
of all courses. Faculty will be given instructions on how to backup what they currently have on 
Blackboard. Joshua shared his experience when shutting down the virtual webserver in spite of multiple 
notices.  He asked DE committee members to think about it. Will be on agenda for the meeting next 
month.  Mike shared that Canvas reporting is excellent with data available regarding active courses, active 
students; faculty – the reports are easy, interesting, and only require “one-click.”  Approx. 500 sections 
are currently active in Canvas. What would we do with this information? Some are working 
simultaneously within Blackboard and Canvas. It could be helpful to know how many are currently 
teaching in Blackboard?  Mike is also working with the integration of e-lumen. 

 
b. Grants, SSP, SSEP (Jenni, Michelle, Jacquelyn) 

Jenni shared that SSEC will be offering mini-grants up to $2500 to fund equity gap projects. Funding for 
faculty and staff for a project that could “make a difference.” (Approx. $30,000 total available funds.)  

 

c. District IT Update (Brian) 

Due to some outstanding conversion issues the SQL conversion is delayed until the end of 
November. 
 

d. Senate 

e. College Council (Mike) 

f. Campus Technology Committee (Joshua, Ryan, Mike, Jenni) 

The technology plan is currently being revised; an inventory of what belongs to the college vs 
what belongs to the district and prioritization is under way.  
 

g. Disability Services (Claudia, Ben) 

Ben shared he is teaching a class and that Canvas has been helpful. Canvas helps DSPS students in other 
classes (as an enhancement). Claudia suggested that instructors add her as a TA so she can 
confirm/double check media (captioning.) Approx. 180 videos need to be captioned.  They have been 
asked to convert VHS but that cannot be done. Mike said he will contact faculty on her behalf as 
necessary to add her to courses. 


